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Abstract

3D semantic scene labeling is a fundamental task for Autonomous Driving. Recent1

work shows the capability of Deep Neural Networks in labeling 3D point sets2

provided by sensors like LiDAR, and Radar. Imbalanced distribution of classes3

in the dataset is one of the challenges that face 3D semantic scene labeling task.4

This leads to misclassifying for the non-dominant classes which suffer from two5

main problems: a) rare appearance in the dataset, and b) few sensor points reflected6

from one object of these classes. This paper proposes a Weighted Self-Incremental7

Transfer Learning as a generalized methodology that solves the imbalanced training8

dataset problems. It re-weights the components of the loss function computed from9

individual classes based on their frequencies in the training dataset, and applies10

Self-Incremental Transfer Learning by running the Neural Network model on11

non-dominant classes first, then dominant classes one-by-one are added. The exper-12

imental results introduce a new 3D point cloud semantic segmentation benchmark13

for KITTI dataset.14

1 Introduction15

One of the core challenges with intelligent transportation systems is realizing an accurate perception16

of the surrounding environment that is essential for safe autonomous driving. Recently, perception17

through scene labeling is considered as a fundamental task for robotics [22] [15] [7] [19]. Most18

approaches depend on camera sensor [2] [3] to output segmented images for the detected objects,19

while others depend on diferent sensors like LiDAR, and Radar [23] for automotive applications.20

These sensors produce a sparse 3D point cloud which can be defined as a set of points that describes21

a 3D space. In autonomous driving, 3D scene labeling is most commonly used in classifying and22

detecting objects in the surrounding environment, like cars, trucks, pedestrians, trees, buildings,23

cyclists, traffic signs, and so on.24

Imbalanced datasets problem is one of the most difficult challenges that faces not only semantic25

segmentation tasks but also machine learning applications in general. Imbalanced datasets, are26

biased towards dominant classes rather than others from the perspective of having higher number of27

instances. Likewise, imbalanced point cloud datasets also contain fine-grained classes which have28

fewer reflected points from the class object than coarse-grained classes. These reflected points are29

generated in case of using point-sensors like LiDARs, and Radars. As an example from automotive30

field, suppose using LiDAR sensor, number of instances for car and truck classes are greater than31

others, in addition their number of points reflected are much greater than others. The two previously32

mentioned problems may lead to either miss or wrongly classifying whole classes points.33

Our proposed methodology Weighted Self-Incremental Transfer Learning solves the imbalanced34

point cloud datasets problems. It depends on merging two main methods: a) weighted loss function,35

and b) self incremental transfer learning. Weighted loss function is used to give high weights for36
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the non-dominant fine-grained classes rather than dominant coarse-grained classes as a penalization37

factor. Classes weights are calculated based on the two main problems of the imbalanced point38

cloud datasets: a) number of appearance instances for each class, and b) number of points reflected39

from each class in the dataset. Additionally, Self incremental transfer learning depends on applying40

training-phase firstly on non-dominant fine-grained classes until having a sufficient representative41

model. After that it incrementally adds one-by-one dominant coarse-grained class, then applying42

training-phase depending on the previous pre-trained model until having a sufficient model for the43

whole imbalanced point cloud dataset. Self-Incremental transfer does not depend on any pre-trained44

model, but our model is learned continuously as shown in Figure 1.45

It is experimentally demonstrated that using weighted loss only, or self-incremental transfer learning46

only do not solve the problems of imbalanced point cloud datasets like KITTI dataset [9]. PointNet++47

[12], is the baseline of our experimental results, applied on KITTI dataset. In consequence, it48

misclassifies KITTI’s non-dominant fine-grained classes: pedestrians, and cyclists. However, our49

methodology not only classifies them correctly, but also enhances mean IoU measurement metric of50

point-wise classification compared with applying each technique alone (i.e. weighted loss only or51

self-incremental transfer learning only), as shown in the experimental results section.52

2 Related Work53

Learning from imbalanced datasets [13] is an important topic, arising very often in practice in54

classification problems, that may lead to misclassify most of the data as the dominant class. Many55

approaches [21] [11] are developed across different levels solving learning from imbalanced datasets.56

Data-level approaches [21] depend either on under-sampling technique for dominant classes or over-57

sampling technique for the non-dominant classes. Random Under-sampling [1], and Over-sampling58

techniques [14] [4] are non-heuristic method that aims to balance class distribution through the59

random elimination of majority class examples, and through the random replication of minority class60

examples [6] by generating new synthetic data respectively. Cost sensitive Learning level approach61

[21] [11] encodes the penalty of misclassifying in terms of weights like weighted loss function.62

Ensemble approaches [21] such as Boosting method [8] aims to construct multiple models from the63

original data and then aggregate their predictions when classifying unknown samples. Focal Loss64

[16] applies a modulating term to the cross entropy loss in order to focus learning on non-dominant65

fine-grained classes.66

Incremental Learning is a dynamic technique either for supervised and unsupervised learning which67

aims to extend the model’s knowledge. This technique is applied when training data is available68

gradually over time or its size is out of system memory limits. This means that the model is fed with69

different small sized data incrementally through time which may lead to forgetting the firstly learned70

data. Initial methods [5] targeted the SVM classifier which encodes the classifier learned on old data71

to learn the new decision boundary together with new data added. Incremental machine learning72

algorithms are modified to adapt with the new added data solving forgetting problems [10]. However,73

it differs from our proposed technique as our model is fed with the same training data each step with74

gradual increase in the supported classes.75

Recent approaches convert the 3D point cloud into different representation before feeding it into a76

Deep Neural Network [23] [17]. This is because 3D point cloud points are not in a structured format,77

so they transformed the data into 3D regular voxel-grids [23] [17]. This representation results in78

having unnecessarily volumes of data which lead to heavy computations. Other approaches use 3D79

point cloud points directly as an input to the Deep Neural Network [20] [12]. PointNet [20] is a80

unified architecture that takes point cloud points directly with the ground truth point wise labels as81

inputs. However, it fails in capturing and extracting local structure features for complex sparse 3D82

points in the scene. As an extension for PointNet architecture to solve its issues, PointNet++ [12] is83

introduced to have the ability of extracting deep local features. However, based on our experimental84

results, PointNet++ also suffers from misclassifying imbalanced point cloud datasets.85

The following section introduces the paper methodology which describes the main contributions in86

details. After that, section 4 describes the imbalanced point cloud dataset used, explains experimental87

setup, and the main measurement metric used. Experimental results for applying our methodology88

are described in section 5. Main conclusions are described in section 6.89
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Figure 1: Incremental Learning Technique

3 Methodology90

This section describes Weighted Self-Incremental Transfer Learning proposed methodology for91

solving the imbalanced point cloud dataset problems.92

3.1 Weighted Self-Incremental Transfer Learning93

Our proposed solution is to merge and apply both techniques: weighted Loss Function with self-94

incremental transfer learning together obtaining a new generalized methodology capable of learning95

from imbalanced training datasets contains non-dominant fine-grained classes. Self-Incremental96

learning procedure is followed in addition to weighted loss function weighting penalization technique97

for the wrongly classified points.98

3.1.1 Weighted Loss Function99

Cross entropy loss function penalize the misclassification for the whole classes equally.100

Loss = −
N∑
i

Li log(Si) (1)

where N is the number of classes, Si is the output predicted probabilities from softmax layer, and Li101

is one hot encoded ground truth labels. This means that one point misclassified from non-dominant102

class is penalized exactly as one point from dominant class which is unfair. Weighted cross entropy103

loss [2] is most commonly used in order to tackle imbalanced dataset problems with non-dominant104

classes.105

WeightedLoss = −
N∑
i

wiLi log(Si) (2)

where wi is the N -vector classes weights. There is a weight for each class in which the non-dominant106

classes take higher weight than dominant classes which means more penalization. Weights of classes107

are calculated based on the frequency of each class in the training dataset based on its point sets108

number as in the following equation:109

Class(i)weights = log
(
1 +

Class(i)Points

AllClassesPoints
+ ε

)−1

(3)

where one is added in the log function in order to avoid negative weights, and ε is a small value in110

order avoid zero weight in case of zero class (i) points.111

3.1.2 Self-Incremental Transfer Learning112

Transfer learning [18] is one of the most common techniques in deep learning nowadays. Instead113

of start learning the model from scratch, neural networks start from a pre-trained network’s model114

rather than using random weights initialization.115
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Table 1: KITTI Classes Loss Weights

Class Weight

No object 1.469
Cars 16.306
Trucks 16.306
Vans 16.306
Pedestrians 48.749
Cyclists 48.604

Self-Incremental transfer learning is proposed to solve dealing with these datasets through the116

procedure described in Figure 1 and as follows: a) modifying the training dataset to have only the117

non-dominant fine-grained classes, then b) training the model until having a stable saved model, after118

that c) adding one of the dominant coarse-grained classes, then d) training the same model with119

loading the pre-trained model saved at in step (b) until having a stable saved model, and finally e)120

repeating the previous steps until having representative generalized model for the imbalanced dataset.121

4 Experimental Setup122

This section describes the experimental setup, the dataset used, and the main measurement metric for123

the experiments conducted.124

4.1 Dataset125

KITTI dataset [9] is most commonly used in autonomous driving research field. We depend on Velo-126

dyne Laser Scanner that have 360◦ scanpoints describing the surrounded environment. Unfortunately,127

KITTI dataset, up till now, does not have a semantic segmentation benchmark. Accordingly, instead128

of point segmentation, the 3D bounding box is used in order to label the 3D point cloud to have 3D129

ground truth points. Scanpoints are filtered to have only 180◦ scene in front of the ego-vehicle. The130

ground reflections add a lot of noise to the point cloud, and it is not affecting the objects of interest,131

so the points below a certain height are filtered out in the preprocessing phase.132

4.2 Measurement Metric133

Intersection over Union (IoU) per class is the main measurement metric for all experiments. Our134

proposed IoU is different from the normal Mean IoU used in semantic segmentation for 2D images135

[3] due to the nature of unsorted 3D point cloud. It is calculated using the correctly classified points,136

the incorrectly classified points, and the misclassified points. IoU per class is calculated based on the137

following equation:138

IoUClass(i) =
TP

TP + FN + FP
(4)

where TP is the total number of true positive points which are correctly predicted as class(i), FN is139

the total number of false negative points which belong to class(i), but they are predicted as another140

classes, and FP is the total number of false positive points which are predicted as class(i), but they141

belong to another classes.142

5 Experimental Results143

This section describes all conducted experiments comparing between four different methods: baseline,144

weighted loss only, self-incremental transfer learning only, and our proposed methodology weighted145

self-incremental transfer learning. We focus on the most important classes in KITTI dataset: car,146

truck, van, pedestrian and cyclist classes. KITTI dataset is an imbalanced point cloud dataset as it is147

biased towards: car, van, and truck classes respectively compared with pedestrian, and cyclist classes.148

According to our statistical analysis, total number of points for pedestrians and cyclists combined149

together represents approximately < 4% of the number of points for car class only.150
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Figure 2: PointNet++ Experiments on KITTI Dataset

5.1 Baseline Experiment151

It is the base of our experiments in which PointNet++ [12] is trained on KITTI dataset. However,152

it fails in classifying KITTI non-dominant fine-grained classes like: pedestrians, and cyclists. This153

experiment allows us to monitor the main problem of imbalanced point cloud datasets.154

5.2 Weighted Loss only Experiment155

Weighted Loss is considered as the first experiment to solve imbalanced point cloud datasets problems.156

The cross entropy loss of PointNet++ architecture is replaced by weighted cross entropy loss which157

is described in section 3.1.1 depending on the weights calculated in table 1. However, it also fails158

in classifying KITTI non-dominant fine-grained classes: pedestrians, and cyclists. This experiment159

shows that the weighted loss function alone does not have the ability to solve imbalanced point cloud160

datasets problems.161

5.3 Self-Incremental Transfer Learning only Experiment162

Self-Incremental transfer learning is considered as the second experiment to solve imbalanced point163

cloud datasets problems. We kept using the normal cross entropy loss of PointNet++, and followed164

the self-incremental transfer learning technique as a learning procedure described 3.1.2. The first165

training phase runs only on pedestrian, and cyclist classes considering others as no object classes. In166

the second phase, car class is added to the training dataset depending on the pre-trained model from167

the first phase. Unfortunately, the model forgets pedestrians and cyclists classes due to the dominance168

of the car class, so we do not resume the procedure of adding truck and van classes, this is why169

(N/A) is written in Figure 2. This experiment also shows that following the self-incremental transfer170

learning procedure alone does not have the ability to solve imbalanced point cloud datasets problems.171

5.4 Weighted Self-Incremental Transfer Learning Experiment172

Here, our proposed methodology Weighted Self-Incremental transfer learning merges both weighted173

loss function with the self-incremental transfer learning together.174

The first training phase runs only on pedestrian, and cyclist classes considering the others as no175

object class, and taking the calculated weights in table 1 into account. In the second phase, Car176
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Figure 3: Example of Ground truth labeled scene on the left (a1) vs. 3D point cloud Semantic
Segmentation on the right (a2)

class is added to the training dataset depending on the calculated weights, and continuing learning177

using pre-trained model from the first phase. Likewise, in the third phase truck and van classes are178

added to the training dataset depending on the calculated weights, and continuing learning using179

pre-trained model from the second phase. This experiment shows that our methodology solves180

imbalanced point cloud datasets problems. Mean IoU measurement metric for the whole experiments181

are calculated as shown in Figure 2 where Baseline, Weighted Only, Self-Incremental Only, and182

Weighted + Self-incremental are stated in the table below the Figure where (N/A) means that the183

experiment is not conducted on truck and van classes.184

As shown in Figure 2, the mean IOU for car class is improved from Baseline experiment to the185

Weighted + Self-incremental experiment by 6.71%, van class is improved by 11.17%, while pedes-186

trian and cyclist classes were not recognized or classified in the Baseline experiment, but now they187

are recognized and classified after using our methodology with mean IoU 15.33%, and 22.96%188

respectively. However, truck class is probably decreased by 17.5% due to some confusion with car189

and van classes. As a result, the overall mean IOU improvement is 39.2%. These results illustrate190

that our methodology not only solves imbalanced point cloud datasets problems, but also enhances191

the overall accuracy of point-wise classification.192

As shown in Figure 3, our proposed methodology provides a 3D semantic segmentation benchmark193

for KITTI dataset. It shows a semantic segmentation output prediction example vs. the ground truth194

scene labeling. The proposed methodology ensures generalization for the learned model which is195

clear from comparing a1 with a2 scenes. There are missed annotation points in the Ground truth196

scenes while our model predicts and classifies them correctly.197

6 Conclusions198

Safe Autonomous Driving depends on accurate and robust perception of the surrounding environment.199

In this work we propose an accurate perception through 3D scene labeling based on the Weighted Self-200

Incremental Transfer Learning hybrid methodology for solving the imbalanced biased training dataset.201

Based on the experimental results, it is clear that weighted Loss function alone, and self-incremental202

transfer learning alone is not enough to solve the imbalanced datasets like KITTI. Our methodology203

is not only a learning way for the fine-grained classes but also enhances the classification accuracy.204

It is considered as a generalized methodology that can be used in 3D-semantic segmentation, and205

different computer vision tasks. It reaches a stable model that does not forget the firstly learned206

fine-grained classes. Our experimental results introduce a 3D point cloud semantic segmentation207

benchmark for KITTI dataset.208
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